Ironing out the issues: integrated approaches to understanding iron homeostasis in plants.
Plants initialize responses to environmental changes at all levels, from signaling to translation and beyond. Such is the case for fluctuations in the availability of iron (Fe), one of the most critical micronutrients for plants. The results of these responses are physiological and morphological changes that lead to increased iron uptake from the rhizosphere, and recycling and reallocation of Fe, which must be properly localized within specific cells and cellular compartment for use. The use of reductionist approaches, in combination with in vivo and in situ Fe localization tools, has been able to shed light on critical signaling molecules, transcriptional regulators, transporters and other proteins involved in Fe homeostasis. Recent advances in elemental distribution and speciation analysis now enable detection and measurement of Fe and other elements at resolutions never seen before. Moreover, increasing use of systems biology approaches provide a substantially broader perspective of how Fe availability affects processes at many levels. This review highlights the latest in vivo and in situ iron localization approaches and some of the recent advances in understanding mechanisms that control Fe translocation. A broad perspective of how Fe localization data might one day be integrated with large-scale data to create models for Fe homeostasis is presented.